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Abstract

Machine Learning, and in general Artificial Intelligence
approaches, brought a great advance in each and every field
of Computer Science increasing accuracy levels of predic-
tors in any known problem. Indeed, this evolution enabled
the construction of effective frameworks and solutions able
to be used in investigative and forensics scenarios for de-
tection of fakes and, in general, manipulations in multime-
dia contents. On the other hand, can we trust these sys-
tems? Is research activity going in the right direction? Are
we just taking the low-hanging fruit without taking into ac-
count many real-case-in-the-wild situations? The purpose
of this paper is to raise an alert to the research community
in the specific context of synthetic voice detection, where
data available for training is not big enough to give suf-
ficient trust in the techniques available in the literature.
To this aim, an exploratory investigation of the most com-
mon voice spoofing dataset was carried out and it was sur-
prisingly easy to build simple classifiers without any Deep
Learning techniques. Simple considerations on bitrate were
sufficient to achieve an effective detection performance.

1. Introduction
During the pandemic, there was an increase in the use of

technology for various purposes, such as opening a bank ac-
count via webcam and using voice recognition as access au-
thentication. Together, the deepfakes have gained relevant
widespread on the web and today, thanks to several tools,
it is easy for everyone to clone voice or create an entire
video of famous people saying anything, by creating fake
news. In the report “Fraudsters Used AI to Mimic CEO’s
Voice in Unusual Cybercrime Case” [23], criminals used
AI software to impersonate a CEO’s voice and successfully
stole more than $243,000 by speaking on the phone. In
order to improve the research about spoofing countermea-
sure, the ASV community has released standard spoofing
datasets [29], [15], [27]. The ASVspoof 2019 challenge

[27] combines both Logical Access (LA) and Physical Ac-
cess (PA) attacks using the latest state-of-the-art Voice Con-
version (VC) and Text-to-Speech (TTS) methods, in partic-
ular PA includes replay attacks and the LA includes the VC
and TTS attacks. In this paper, we analyze ASVspoof 2019
LA dataset, its characteristics and related drawbacks.

Multimedia forensics has been exploiting Machine
Learning solutions to build alteration and/or fake detectors
for years specifically in the image/video context [4, 25]. In-
deed, the evolution of Machine Learning (ML) techniques
has increasingly led researchers to solve any problem with
these kinds of techniques. The approach is always the same:
to encode some feature and to build an ensemble that with
enough data always proves to be able to find an effective so-
lution. With the introduction of Deep Learning techniques
this phenomenon has become more and more sophisticated.
But is research moving into the right direction? It is true
that when we talk about images, we talk about giant large-
scale datasets. Many solutions for Deepfake Detection, of
faces, for example, were already presented with impressive
results [10, 13]. But when it comes to audio samples, the
datasets are not that large, often there is not enough vari-
ability in terms of language, gender and number of speakers
or characteristics and types of microphones. In a context in
which the datasets are much smaller than in other contexts
and in which their variability is not guaranteed, is it cor-
rect to apply ML intensively? Do ML solutions just focus
on trivial features? In this paper, in order to answer this
question, audio files of the ASVspoof dataset will be em-
ployed, which is commonly used by state-of-the-art papers
as a benchmark. The dataset will be analyzed on the basis
of extremely simple features. To this aim, an exploratory
investigation was carried out and it was surprisingly easy
to build simple classifiers without any Deep Learning tech-
niques. Simple considerations on file bitrates were suffi-
cient to achieve a high level of detection performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 presents the state of the art solutions dividing them
into those based on hand-crafted features and those based
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on Deep Learning approaches; Section 3 presents the em-
ployed dataset and Section 4 will present the feature that
will be investigated on it. Section 5 will present results ob-
tained by means of simple features for the synthetic audio
detection problem thus proposing an extremely simple but
effective pipeline. Obtained results will be discussed in Sec-
tion 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.

Given the high number of features considered through-
out this paper, we report all the experiment results in
our web viewer (https://unict-fake-audio.
github.io/ASVspoof2019-feature-webview/
dataset-webview).

2. Related works
Most of the publications related to spoofing attacks de-

tection that uses the dataset ASVspoof 2019 are focused on
the Logical Access (LA) partition because instead of the
other part Physical Access (PA) which is based only on
replay attacks, the LA partition seems to be an imminent
threat for unknown nature of attacks [6].

Several researchers based their approaches of spoofing
detection on specific and very engineered pipelines, a list
of recent study cases that can represent the state of the art
are present in this survey [18]. A good example of well de-
signed pipeline is in the paper of Wang et al. [26], where has
been used the DeepSonar framework for the feature extrac-
tion monitoring the behavior of a speaker recognition model
(thin-ResNet), selecting the feature from a significant layer
of the chosen deep neural network model. In the Wang et
al. work, it is considered the robustness of applying their ap-
proach through multiple datasets, indeed they have created
and edited different datasets to test the robustness consid-
ering that the voice manipulations like voices resampling,
adding noises are really common in real applications, thus,
for detectors is important to avoid and be robust on possible
manipulation attacks. Similarly. in this paper we will show
that we have applied different changes into the dataset ap-
plying a loud normalization [22] and changing specifically
the bitrate values to verify the robustness of our approach.
Another recent work with a very engineered pipeline is the
Zhang et al. [32] one which consists of data augmenta-
tion, acoustic feature extraction, like the spectrogram fea-
tures, applying a transformer encoder and ResNet for fur-
ther feature extractions (TE-ResNet), average pooling and
data drop out. Moreover, in the data augmentation step, five
speech data augmentation techniques have been used [7].
The Zhang et al. approach reached high performance (EER
5.89% using ASVspoof2019 LA) but it requires extensive
training data. As a result of the survey [18], most of the ap-
proaches used to reach high performances but at the same
time, they are really computationally expensive and com-
plex, in this paper, we propose a simple and not compu-
tationally expensive approach with modest results showing

that there can be a different approach compared the one used
so far. Furthermore, we partially agree that specific spoof-
ing techniques included in ASVspoof2019 LA like A14,
A17, A18 are not immediate to identify and using simple
approaches based on Softmax are not efficient and close-to-
zero results [31] but at the same time we propose some other
simple approaches that reach with low hardware resources
the accuracy of 88.6% - 99.6%.

3. Dataset ASVspoof2019 Logical Access (LA)
The Automatic Speaker Verification (ASV) spoof 2019

dataset [27] is partitioned in two-part, Logical Access (LA)
and Physical Access (PA), both parts are based upon the
Voice Cloning Toolkit (VCTK) corpus [24].

The ASVspoof 2019 dataset was created using utter-
ances from 107 speakers (46 male, 61 female), all the ut-
terances represent the genuine voice and spoofing attacks
based on replay, speech synthesis, and voice conversion at-
tacks. In this paper, we will focus on ASVspoof 2019 Log-
ical Access dataset where during the analysis have been
found different significant features that help to detect the
spoofing utterances samples.

All the utterances present in ASVspoof 2019 LA dataset
have been created using text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) and
voice conversion (VC) attacks, in particular, some of the al-
gorithms involved are illustrated in table 1 with the quantity
of detectable utterances by the bitrate feature and the total
utterances of the related spoofing techniques.

4. Feature extraction and analysis
Initially, we started to analyze the dataset extracting the

main spectrum features and all generic technical features
related to audio using the framework Simplified Python
Audio-Features Extraction (SPAFE) and pydub. The fea-
ture extracted are the following:

• mean of MFCC, IMFCC, BFCC, LFCC, LPC, LPCC,
MSRCC, NGCC, PSRCC, PLP, RPLP, GFCC

• spectrum

• mean frequency: mean frequency (in kHz)

• peak frequency: peak frequency (frequency with high-
est energy)

• frequencies std: frequency standard deviation

• amplitudes cum sum: cumulative sum of the ampli-
tude

• mode frequency

• median frequency: median frequency (in kHz)
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ID Technique Detectable utterances (by bitrate) Total utterances
A07 TTS vocoder+GAN 4803 4914
A10 TTS neural waveform 4810 4914
A11 TTS griffin lim 4621 4914
A13 TTS VC waveform concatenation+filtering 4883 4914
A14 TTS VC vocoder 4883 4914
A15 TTS VC neural waveform 3689 4914

Table 1. ASVspoof 2019 Logical Access spoofing techniques including all the techniques where the bit rate is significantly discriminative
because it overcomes the threshold of 160 000 (bit rate value) for the quantities shown in the table with all speakers present in the dataset.

• frequencies q25: first quantile (in kHz)

• frequencies q75: third quantile (in kHz)

• IQR: interquantile range (in kHz)

• freqs skewness

• freqs kurtosis

• spectral values: entropy, flatness, centroid, spread,
rolloff, mean, RMS, standard deviation, variance

• energy: magnitude spectrum

• zcr: zero crossing rate (mean)

• fundamental and dominant frequency: min, mean and
maximum fundamental frequency and dominant fre-
quency measured across acoustic signal

• dfrange: range of dominant frequency measured
across acoustic signal

• modindex: modulation index. Calculated as the ac-
cumulated absolute difference between adjacent mea-
surements of fundamental frequencies divided by the
frequency range

• bit rate: extracted using pydub mediainfo

Through the analysis of these features, it has been found
that mode frequency, peak frequency, energy and bit rate
are surprisingly discriminative to distinguish the synthetic
audio from the bonafide ones.

4.1. Analysing the bitrate

There are only 516 bonafide utterances over 12483 with
a bit rate value greater than 160000, so, all the utterances
with a bit rate greater than this value are, with a high proba-
bility, synthetic utterances. In the table 1 there are the utter-
ances which overcome the threshold of 160000 per spoof-
ing technique, it is possible to see that not only the spoofing
techniques in the table 1 are easily detectable by the bit rate
but also other techniques have several utterances after the
bit rate threshold (Figure 1).

4.2. Analysing mode frequency

All the bonafide utterances have a mode frequency lower
than 250, in particular the values of the bonafide are 63, 94,
125, 156 with the exception of 258 over 12483 utterances.
The utterances based on the spoofing technique A02 - TTS
vocoder have a mode frequency value of 250, 436 and
467, so, in order to detect such utterances, one can set a
threshold and identify all of them as it is possible to see in
Figure 2.

The utterances based on the spoofing technique A05 -
VC vocoder have a mode frequency value greater than 156,
except for 840 of them (Figure 3). By considering that the
bonafide values with a mode frequency greater than 156 are
262 over 12483, it is possible to detect the A05 synthetic ut-
terances using the threshold 156 for mode frequency; more-
over, a similar behavior is observed in the peak frequency
feature.

4.3. Analysing energy spectrum

The bonafide utterances have an energy value greater
than 10−6, except for 717 over 12483 utterances.
On the oter hand, the utterances based on A03 - TTS
vocoder spoofing technique shows an energy value between
10−7 and 10−5 except for 279 over 7516 utterances.

The utterances based on A09 - TTS vocoder spoofing
technique have an energy value lower than 10−6, except for
1205 over 4914 utterances, so, it is possible to detect more
than the 75% of the synthetic utterances (see Figure 4).

The utterances based on A13 - TTS VC waveform con-
catenation + waveform filtering spoofing technique have an
energy value greater than 0.0002 with the exception of 89
over 4914 utterances, indeed, it is possible to detect the syn-
thetic utterances.

5. Experiments and results

In order to verify how much the features affect the
dataset we trained several classifiers from the scikit-learn
python library [20] considering 11 speakers (7 for A01-
A06, 5 for A07-A19) and checking the accuracy of them
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Figure 1. All speakers bonafide utterances (blue) and synthetic (red) per spoofing technique (A07-A18). The x-axis value is the bit rate,
the y-axis is the number of utterances per the related x-axis bit rate.

Figure 2. All speakers bonafide utterances (blue) and synthetic
(red) ones of the spoofing technique A02. The x-axis value is the
mode frequency, the y-axis is the number of utterances per the
related x-axis mode frequency value.

with and without the bitrate feature. Additionally, we de-
cided to generate two version of the dataset setting a dif-
ferent bitrate using the pydub library and applying a loud
normalization using pyloudnorm [22].

The speakers selected related to the spoofing system
for the experiments are: LA 0069, LA 0070, LA 0071,
LA 0072, LA 0073, LA 0074, LA 0075 for A01-A06 and
LA 0012, LA 0013, LA 0047, LA 0023, LA 0038 for
A07-A19.

From the Figure 5 it is possible to see that after the bit
rate changes the relation between bonafide and synthetic bit

Figure 3. All speakers bonafide utterances (blue) and synthetic
(red) ones of the spoofing technique A05. The x-axis value is the
mode frequency, the y-axis is the number of utterances per the
related x-axis mode frequency value.

rate values remained. This is confirmed also when employ-
ing loud normalization (see supplementary material links
for complete results).

We employed a wide set of classifiers from those avail-
able in the scikit-learn python library. All the classifiers
have been trained on regular train-test split and it has been
calculated the accuracy for each one, in particular, it has
been calculated the accuracy in different scenarios:

• 1 - standard dataset without any normalization or mod-
ification without the feature bit rate
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Figure 4. All speakers utterances bonafide (blue) and synthetic
(red) ones of the spoofing technique A09. The x-axis value is the
energy, the y-axis is the number of utterances per the related x-axis
energy value.

• 2 - dataset with the bit rate changed using as frame rate
16000 and bit rate 90000, depending on the audio the
output bit rate is not 90000 but it is less than the initial
one

• 3 - dataset with the loud normalization applied

• N* - all the training and classification results using in
addition the bit rate feature

As a result, by employing only the bit rate most of the
time the accuracy is surprisingly high (Figure 6, 7 and 8).

Among all experiments, it is possible to see from the his-
togram graphs that the best classifier is AdaBoostClassifier
(ADC) (Accuracy = 89.7%, AUC = 63.2%, EER = 5%). As
a result, an experiment has been made with all the datasets
with the ADC classifier with the results in Table 3 com-
pared to the current state of the art. All the experiments
shown in the histograms graphs have been made using sev-
eral models (Table 2) provided by scikit-learn and standard
parameters mentioned in the library documentation. All the
experiments consist of a training and evaluation phase, us-
ing respectively the training set and the evaluation set pro-
vided by ASVspoof 2019 LA where the models have been
trained and used to predict the results. These processes
have been repeated multiple times (100) and we took the
average of the evaluation metrics results. The accuracy and
AUC values were calculated employing the python library
sklearn.metrics. The EER was calculated using the mean
of False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate
(FRR) defined as follows:

FAR =
FP

(TP + FP + TN + FN)
(1)

FRR =
FN

(TP + FP + TN + FN)
(2)

EER =
FAR+ FRR

2
(3)

6. Discussion
The overall experiments and results show that the

ASVspoof 2019 Logical Access dataset is not so robust
to simple classifiers with a feature extraction without any
specific strategy but based on the standard tools available
on the web. What is really unexpected is the significance
of different features like the bitrate which is a well-known
feature of the audio samples and that can often determine
if an utterance is synthetic or bonafide. Are the involved
spoofing techniques not enough various and too much de-
tectable? Or is it hard to hide some specific feature that
characterizes the bonafide and synthetic utterances? In this
paper we analyzed and showed different features that are
extremely linked to the label, setting a threshold to allow
to easily detection several synthetics utterances, this can be
considered as a drawback of this dataset or of the spoofing
techniques. Exhaustive experiments results can be found at
the following URL: https://unict-fake-audio.
github.io/ASVspoof2019-feature-webview/
dataset-webview/.

7. Conclusion
In order to find specific characteristics and features re-

lated to synthetic utterances, it is not necessary to use deep
learning techniques with a complex feature extraction [26].
Exploring a dataset can give the opportunity to find the right
feature to detect the synthetic utterances without using deep
learning strategies which require a huge pipeline and work-
flow computationally complex and expensive for feature ex-
traction and classification.
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Figure 5. Bonafide (blue) and synthetic (red) bit rate utterances of the speaker LA 0012 of spoofing techniques A07-A19 with the normal-
ized bit rate dataset.

Acronym Full name Parameters
CART DecisionTreeClassifier
SVM Nu-Support Vector Classification
LR LogisticRegression
KNN KNeighborsClassifier 11
GMM GaussianMixture components=2, state=0
LDA LinearDiscriminantAnalysis
SVC1 C-Support Vector Classification gamma=2, C=1
SVC2 C-Support Vector Classification kernel=”linear”, C=0.025
GPC GaussianProcessClassifier 1.0 * RBF(1.0)
RFC RandomForestClassifier depth=5, est.=10, feat.=1
MLP MLPClassifier alpha=1, max iter=1000
ADC AdaBoostClassifier
GNB GaussianNB
QDA QuadraticDiscriminantAnalysis
NB BernoulliNB

Table 2. All the classifiers imported from scikit-learn during the experiments
.
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Author Classification Technique Best Evaluation Performances
Li et al. [16] Res2Net EER=2.502

Yi et al. [30] GMM/LCNN
EER=19.22 (GMM)
EER=6.99 (LCNN)

Das et al. [7] LCNN EER=3.13
Aljasem et al. [2] Asymmetric bagging EER=5.22

Ma et al. [17] CNN EER=9.25
AlBadawy et al. [1] logistic regression classifier AUC=0.99

Singh et al. [21] Quadratic SVM Acc=96.1%
Gao et al. [8] ResNet EER=4.03

Aravind et al. [3] ResNet34 EER=5.87
Monteiro et al. [19] LCNN / ResNet EER=6.38

Chen et al. [5] ResNet EER=1.81
Huang et al. [12] DenseNet-BiLTSSTM EER=0.53

Wu et al. [28] LCNN EER=4.07

Zhang et al. [32] TEResNet
EER=5.89
ERR=3.99

Zhang et al. [31] ResNet-18+OC-softmax EER=2.19
Gomez-Alanis et al. [9] LCG-RNN EER=6.28

Hua et al. [11] Res-TSSDNet EER=1.64
Jiang et al. [14] CNN EER=5.31
Wang et al. [26] DNN EER=0.021

Our AdaBoost ACC = 89.7%, AUC = 63.2%, EER = 5%

Table 3. Deepfake survey comparison [18] with, in addition, our experiment results created by using all features described in this paper.

Figure 6. All accuracies per classifier and spoofing technique A01-A06; each bin per color shows the 1, 1*, 2, 2*, 3 and 3* accuracy values
.
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Figure 7. All accuracies per classifier and spoofing technique A07-A12; each bin per color shows the 1, 1*, 2, 2*, 3 and 3* accuracy values
.

Figure 8. All accuracies per classifier and spoofing technique A13-A19; each bin per color shows the 1, 1*, 2, 2*, 3 and 3* accuracy values
.
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